
 

Questions from Outreach Session 

 

 

 

1. We have developed an insurance policy to underwrite invalidation risk.  Do 

you have a specific form or requirement for this coverage?  How will a bid be 

evaluated? 

 

Participants should review the invalidation liability and collateral requirements in 

PG&E’s Master Agreement and Offset Credit Confirmation.  If you believe an 

insurance product may meet the terms of the Agreement, please offer it into the 

RFO. 

 

2. ARB is considering other project types but has not approved them yet.  Will 

PG&E accept offers only for projects approved by ARB by June 4
th

?  Does 

PG&E have any interest otherwise? 

 

PG&E can only buy Offset Credits developed under ARB-approved protocols.  

We cannot buy Offset Credits developed under a protocol that has not yet been 

approved. 

 

3. Does the invalidation security requirement diminish as offsets are issued to 

PG&E? 

 

Following delivery of the Offset Credits to PG&E and for the entire Invalidation 

Period, Participants will be required to provide collateral equaling 20% of 

contract value.  If a contract includes multiple delivery dates, the Invalidation 

Security Amounts are due upon the separate delivery dates for each set of Offset 

Credits.   The Invalidation Security Amounts will be returned to the Participant at 

the end of the Invalidation Periods applicable to those Offset Credits. 

 

4. Under ODS, what about sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) which is used in 

transformers? Is this acceptable to PG&E in this RFO?  

 

No.  The ARB-approved ODS protocol does not include SF6. 

 

5. What about internationally-sourced ODS material destroyed in the United 

States?  Beginning in 2015 supposedly international sourced ODS qualifies 

for credit.  Is this acceptable to PG&E in this RFO? 

   

No.  Under the terms of the ARB-approved ODS protocol, all ODS must originate 

in the United States at this time. 

 

6. Will unit-contingent forward volume structures, or non-firm volume, be 

considered? 

 



 

No, non-firm volumes will not be considered in this RFO. 

 

7. Pre-delivery of Offset Credits, please explain how daily margining and mark-

to-market work.  Please provide an example. 

 

Mark-to-market determines the amount of collateral to be held by PG&E prior to 

delivery of Offset Credits based on the difference between the Contract Price for 

the Offset Credits and the Market Price for the Offset Credits.  If PG&E buys 

Offset Credits at a fixed Contract Price and the Market Price rises relative to the 

Contract Price, the difference between the Market Value (Volume*Market Price) 

and the Contract Value (Volume*Contract Price) is the mark-to-market.  If the 

mark-to-market is greater than the seller’s Threshold (Unsecured Credit), the 

seller is responsible for posting additional collateral in the form of cash or letter of 

credit. When the mark-to market calculation and the request for additional 

collateral will be performed daily, it is called daily margining. 

 

For example, if PG&E agrees to buy 25,000 Offset Credits at $10/Offset Credit, 

the Contract Value would be $250,000.   The day following the contract effective 

date, if the Market Price for Offset Credits rises, the seller would be required to 

post margin to cover the difference in price.  If the price rises from $10 to $10.10, 

the amount of additional collateral required would be $0.10 * 25,000 = $2,500, 

assuming the seller has a Threshold of zero ($0) dollars. 

 

 “Market Price” for Offset Credits is defined in Section 1.1 of the Master 

 Agreement.  

 

8. What were the results of the last RFO? 

 

PG&E will not be commenting on the last GHG RFO, per the confidentiality 

terms of its RFO protocol. 

 

9. What is different about this RFO versus last time? 

 

One major difference is that PG&E is not soliciting allowance offers as part of 

this same RFO.  Beyond that, we encourage participants to review the RFO 

materials to become familiar with the products sought, eligibility, and information 

requested.   

 

10. Can unsecured credit granted by PG&E be used for the Invalidation 

Security? 

 

Yes. 

 

11. Will your offset credits cost more because of your requirements?   

 



 

PG&E is seeking the most cost-effective offers of Offset Credits to meet its Cap-

and-Trade obligation, while complying with the requirements of CPUC Decision 

12-04-046 for IOU procurement of Cap-and-Trade products.  PG&E will evaluate 

each offer received in this competitive solicitation in order to assess each offer’s 

value relative to these requirements. 

 

12. Who can we talk to about future protocols?   

 

Please contact the California Air Resources Board with questions or comments 

about future offset credit protocols. 

 

13. Is a recording of the Outreach Session available, as stated in the presentation 

slides? 

 

Due to technical difficulties, the recording of the Outreach Session is not 

available.  We plan to record the Webinar presentation on May 1 and encourage 

you to listen in.  The information provided will be similar. 

 

14. Will exchange-cleared offset credits be eligible in this RFO? 

 

No.  Offset credit transactions in this RFO must meet the terms of PG&E’s 

Agreement, including PG&E’s credit and collateral requirements. 

 

 

 


